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“I write to you at a point of crisis, probably a necessary one. 
 
Since our early July meeting I have felt unable to meet the demands required of me, required by myself. Unable to meet these 
demands my body reacts in illness and withdrawal. I am in crisis because I feel unable to make the new works requested of me. 
 
I feel unable to make the new works requested of me because I do childcare evenings and weekends, and weekly. I do this childcare 
not in spite of my work as an artist but as an active and empowered choice to be a mother. As a mother and artist, committed to my 
child and committed to my art, I am able to work a fraction of the time assumed by societal models that preclude care work. In this 
time I also teach art, to afford to live and to pay for the childcare that allows me to make my art. I do not wish to drop out from my art, 
I do not wish to entirely outsource care for my daughter. I wish to do both art and care and in doing so change the terms of identity 
and labour within our industry. 
 
This negotiation of mixed identity and the navigation of contingency is pivotal to my work. A work is contingent on its context, this 
vulnerability is my work's resilience. It is a negotiation of what it means to have dependencies and be dependent. It is a negotiation of 
what it means to value the labour of maintenance. It is a negotiation of what it means to hold out and resist binarised identities. You 
know all of this. Setting up boundaries in order to negotiate is vital to the works’ integrity, its identity and my practice as an artist.  
 
That I am unable to meet demand is the affirmation of a resistive choice as a mother and artist. But I don’t find that at all easy. My 
desire to mask my situation is a disadvantage to the understanding of the work, and our mutual ability to understand and advocate for 
the work. To reflect on the constitutive means of production available to, not just me, but many artists navigating jobs and lives. In 
light of this I would like to begin to propose the following for the exhibition Balances.” 

 
Times, 2022 
Score: Access to exhibited works is limited to the studio hours available to the artist. Thursday 9AM-4PM, Friday 9AM-4PM. The exhibition 
space may remain open during regular hours. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Monitors, 2022 
Score: A baby monitor installed in one room and broadcast to another. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Gates, 2019 
Score: Child safety gates installed on all thresholds in the exhibition space. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP, Collection of Pedro Barbosa, Sao Paulo 
 
Gates, 2019 
Score: Child safety gates installed on all thresholds in the exhibition space. 
Edition 2 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Gates, 2019 
Score: Child safety gates installed on all thresholds in the exhibition space. 
Edition 3 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Fountains, 2022 
Score: A fountain installed in the exhibition space to cancel sound. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Travel & Accommodation, 2022 
Score: Funds allocated for an artist’s travel and accommodation donated to a local organization supporting working primary caregivers. 
Documentation exhibited. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Balances, 2022 
Score: An analytical balance scale with the doors left open. An object may be placed on the scale. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
 
Hours, 2022 
Score: A wall painting the size of the artist’s home studio wall divided into all the hours of the week with the portion of studio hours available 
to the artist marked in black. Thursday 9AM-4PM, Friday 9AM-4PM. 
Edition 1 of 3 + 2AP 
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Over the past decade Ghislaine Leung has conceived of a highly conditional procedure of art making. Her art has been made by galleries and 
institutions of varying proportions and significance. The work of these partners is not only to make her art but to determine how her art is 
made. Leung has referred to this reliant mode of production as “constitutional critique”. For example, a central work in her solo exhibition 
Portraits, curated by Susanne Titz and Haris Giannouras, at Museum Abteiberg in Mönchengladbach, Germany in 2021, Browns consists of 
“All available walls painted brown to standard picture hanging height.” The museum determined the shade of brown. The museum determined 
the standard picture hanging height, albeit long before Leung’s exhibition. The museum determined what walls were available, and what was 
meant by availability. Anyone who has visited or studied Hans Hollein’s unconventional and heterogeneous architecture for the museum is 
aware of the elasticity of such a determination. Furthermore, as Saim Demircan wrote in an important essay 'Remote Working' for Art Monthly 
“…Leung’s directives recognize that context [is] already half the work of making a show. This self-imposed form of artistic labour supposes a 
detachment, or distancing of the artist from their artwork given that the scores can be executed by the exhibitor organizer themselves. Yet, 
simply handing over instructions belies recognition of others implicit within the making of the work. In this respect, Leung’s scores delegate 
accountability where referred authorship cannot be easily established within, say, the bureaucratic framework of an institution or the private 
gallery salesroom… The rough application of a neutral colour on the museum’s walls reveals past usages, highlighting the numerous 
imperfections that are the result of previous installations that came before hers, effectively foregrounding the cyclical temporality of exhibition-
making and the layered accumulation of work… Browns also makes visible a connection to a historical lineage unique to the physical structure 
of a certain place – in this case, the manual labor involved in displaying art – contradicting the degree of objectivity that is implied by 
distance.” 
 
Balances consists of several new and one earlier work of art. Three editions of the earlier work of art are included and have been variously 
constituted by the gallery’s associate director, the gallery’s preparator and a private collector. Variability and multiplicity are not just 
conditions of the work, nor just conditions of the situation, but also conditions of the artist herself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ghislaine Leung lives and works in London, UK. Leung was born in Stockholm, Sweden to a father from Hong Kong and a mother from 
London. She was raised first in Reims, France and then in London. She received a BA Fine Art in Context at the University of the West of 
England in 2002 and a Masters in Aesthetics and Art Theory at the Centre for Research in Modern European Philosophy at Middlesex 
University in 2009. Between 2004 and 2014 she worked at Tate and LUX, London. This is Leung's second exhibition at Maxwell 
Graham/Essex Street, New York following Power Relations in 2019. Leung has also had solo exhibitions at Caravan, Oslo, Norway; Ivory 
Tars, Glasgow, Scotland; Ordet, Milan, Italy; Museum Abteiberg, Mönchengladbach, Germany; Cabinet, London, UK; Netwerk, Aalst, 
Belgium; Kunstlerhaus Stuttgart, Germany; Chisenhale, London, UK; Reading International, Reading, UK; Cell Project Space, London, UK 
and WIELS, Brussels, Belgium. Her work has previously been in group exhibitions at Kunstverein Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany; Simian, 
Copenhagen, Denmark; Geneva Biennale-sculpturegarden, Geneva, Switzerland; Goldsmiths CCA, London, UK; Helmhaus Zürich, 
Switzerland; Kunstverein für die Rheinlande und Westfalen, Düsseldorf, Germany; By Art Matters, Hangzhou, China; Museion, Bolzano, Italy; 
KW Institute , Berlin, Germany; Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead, UK; WIELS, Brussels, Belgium; Camden Art Centre, 
London, UK; FRAC Lorraine, Metz, France; Peak, London, UK; Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, UK; Fri Art, Kunsthalle Friborg, 
Friborg, Switzerland and elsewhere. Leung’s first book Partners was published by Cell Projects in 2018. Her second book will be forthcoming 
by Divided Publishing in Spring 2023. This Autumn Leung’s work will also be in group exhibitions at The Renaissance Society, Chicago, IL; 
British Art Show 9, the Box, Plymouth, UK and CAPC, Bordeaux, France. This information has been edited by Maxwell Graham and 
Ghislaine Leung. Details are correct as of September 1, 2022 and are subject to change dependent on requirements and resources available. 
 
Balances will be on view at 55 Hester Street in New York City from September 8 - October 15, 2022, Thursday 9AM-4PM, Friday 9AM-4PM. 
The gallery will remain open during regular hours from Wednesday – Saturday 10AM-6PM. For additional information, please contact the 
gallery at 917-675-6681 or info@maxwellgraham.biz. 


